Peer-to-Peer Loan Rule Instructions for Prospector Libraries

Loan rules
Prospector libraries should add loan rules reflecting lending/borrowing parameters with Mobius libraries. The simplest way to go about this is to copy your current Prospector-related loan rules. Once copied, you can open each rule and rename it for Mobius. Each library should have loan rules for these scenarios:

- Institutional loan rules for Alliance libraries checking out items to Mobius
  - for standard loan
  - for 7-day loan

- Local patron loan rules for Alliance libraries borrowing items from Mobius
  - for standard loan
  - for 7-day loan

You do not need to copy any loan rules dealing with PASCAL journals.

Your system may have additional loan rules if you have different checkout parameters for different patron types.

If you would like patron notifications to contain unique language, create new entries in the Circ Notices Text table and map those entries in the appropriate loan rule settings.

CSDirect on Loan Rules:
http://csdirect.iii.com/manual/gmcir_circ_param_lr.html